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NEWS OF OUR CLIENTS

SLICK NEW STREET WEAR BLENDS ʻTRIBALʼ STYLE WITH PASSION FOR THE OUTDOORS

New Buck Wear ʻTribal Rackʼ Long Sleeve Re-defines ʻCoolʼ While Keeping You Warm

The forward thinking trendsetters at Buck Wear have further extended their line of urban casual wear that

combines extreme passion for the outdoors and ultra-hip designs for hardcore hunters with the introduction of

its new ʻTribal Rackʼ Long-Sleeve (Model #3303).  Now, Buck Wear is motivating hunters to up the ante and take

their obsession to the streets with the new ʻTribal Rackʼ long-sleeve shirt.

With a glaring 10-point White-Tail buck displayed front and center, this powerful long-sleeve shirt shows exactly

why this elusive animal is the ultimate trophy – it is large and in charge!  This solid black long-sleeve shirt bears the

Buck Wear logo, centered above and between the antler spread, and features a profound antler-fashioned tribal

design that fully encapsulates the dynamic deer head.  Along the sleeve of the left arm, the tribal pattern continues,

giving the shirt additional flash and flare that only the innovators at Buck Wear could so flawlessly design.  And just

like a timeless tattoo, buck hunters will sport this trend-setting tribal long-sleeve with pride day-in and day-out,

exhibiting fervor and feeling for tracking down natureʼs grand prize.

The Buck Wear ʻTribal Rackʼ will stay looking great through repeated trips through the washer, thanks to Buck

Wearʼs superior quality screen-printing process.  Buck Wearʼs attention-grabbing long sleeve is made of 100%

heavyweight pre-shrunk cotton, and is available in a wide range of adult sizes from M to XXL making it a great buy

for hunting enthusiasts of all sizes.  Buck Wearʼs clothing line is available through top hunting, fishing and outdoor

sports retailers across the United States and online at www.buckwear.com.

For more information on the new Buck Wear “Tribal Rack” Long-Sleeve (Model #3303) or Buck Wearʼs full selection

of t-shirts, sweatshirts and caps for outdoor enthusiasts, please contact:  Buck Wear, Inc., 2900 Cowan Avenue,

Baltimore, MD 21223 · Telephone: (800) 813-7708 · Or visit www.buckwear.com.
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